Geology of the Lake Superior Region
By Gene LaBerge, 313 pages, B&W - Softcover
A very well written book about why lake Superior is where it is. I use this book as the basis for lectures I give about the geology of the state of Minnesota. This book tells you why the Lake superior agate is found where it is found.

MLS Part #: 902200 Price: $22.00

Modern Prospecting – How to find, claim and sell mineral deposits
By McPherson, 301 pages, B&W - Softcover
Written in 2003. Tells how to research for existing claims, file a claim, prove a claim and sell a claim. Also the basic tools for prospecting. Very up to date.

MLS Part #: 902675 Price: $14.95

Jewelry Craft Made Easy
By French, 72 pages, B&W. For those who prefer purchasing finished gemstones and mountings: and assembling unique jewelry. Detailed instructions and illustrations cover a wide variety of jewelry and topics.

MLS Part #: 902710 Price: $5.95

How to Repair Jewelry
By William Phelps , 30 pages, B&W and Colored. The basic procedures to repair jewelry are covered. Topics include the basic jewelers bench and basic tools, ring sizing, setting stones, chains, jump rings, soldering, stone setting, Indian jewelry and much more.

MLS Part #: 902750 Price: $5.00

101 American GEO-SITES
By Dickas, 250 pages, Full Color - Softcover
After you have busted your buns digging rocks, how about visiting 101 sites around the 50 states where weird and strange Geological phenomena occur, such as racing rocks, natural bridges, monoliths, slit canyons etc.

MLS Part #: 902425 Price: $24.00